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July 9, 2021

Tabitha Townsend

Compliance Coordinator

360.586.4555 | 360.753.1111

Hello Ms. Townsend,

In response to your request for further evidence regarding allegations against SKSD

Board Director J.R. Berg. Please note the evidence was submitted but you need to

access the URL's to videos as well as the URL link to the respondent's website to view

the evidence. The links to the evidence were labeled for each of the allegations in the

complaint already submitted.

In your reply to CSSKS on 7-8-21, you requested the following:

"Documentation of showing that Mr. Berg engaged in lobbying activities that would

require him to register as a lobbyist ".

Answer: The evidence is contained within the URL, which has video clips already

submitted as the evidence you are requesting. All of the allegations being made were

committed during a public meeting or meetings as well as work done on his alleged

private website he claims to be using for education. He is clearly lobbying for his

business during official school district meeting when referring to his private website that

he promotes his parliamentarian business and qualifications.

In your reply to CSSKS on 7-9-21, you requested the following:

"Documentation showing that Mr. Berg engaged in activity that defines him as a

"political committee"

Answer:

The evidence was previously submitted and contained when opening the URL's linking to

the respondent's website. Respondent's 'private' website is where the evidence resides.

The political activities he is conducting are clearly reflected on his website. His acts of

working to be some sort of 'guide' and by monitoring current school board candidates

compliance to PDC requirements; taking tallies of who is in compliance; asking questions

and expecting responses from all of the candidates for office is clearly the actions of a

quasi political action committee but still not registered with PDC as of this date.




